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WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the Children Act 1998 so as to establish the
Co-Parenting Mediation Council and provide for co-parenting mediation;

Be it enacted by The Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate and the House of Assembly of Bermuda, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

Citation
This Act, which amends the Children Act 1998 (the “principal Act”), may be cited

as the Children Amendment Act 2014.

Amends section 2
The principal Act is amended in section 2 by repealing the definition of “parent” and

substituting the following—

“ “parent” means a father or mother of a child, whether or not they are or
have been married to each other, and includes a step-parent and a
guardian;”.

Amends section 36A
The principal Act is amended in section 36A—
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CHILDREN AMENDMENT ACT 2014

by deleting the definition of “parent”;

by inserting in the appropriate alphabetical order, the following
definitions—

“ “co-parenting” means an arrangement agreed to by two parents for the
upbringing of their child that sets out the details relating to the custody
of or access to the child, arrived at, where necessary, after mediation
of the parents and child conducted by a registered co-parenting
mediator as provided for in sections 36GC and 36GD;

“Co-Parenting Mediation Council” means the Co-Parenting Mediation
Council established under section 36GA;

“co-parenting order” means an order made by the court under section
36GE;

“initial mediation assessment” means an initial assessment conducted by
a registered co-parenting mediator to determine the suitability for
mediation of each parent of a child whose custody or access is being
considered;

“initial mediation assessment report” means a report concerning the initial
mediation assessment of each parent of a child, which is prepared by
a registered co-parenting mediator and submitted to the court and the
Director;

“mediation coordinator” means a person holding the position of a
mediation coordinator with the Department of Child and Family
Services, having responsibilities under this Part as set out in section
36GA(5);

“mediation report” means a report that conveys the outcome of a mediation
session or series of sessions concerning a child’s custody or access,
which is prepared by the registered co-parenting mediator who
conducted the mediation for submission to the court, the Director and
the mediation coordinator;

“registered co-parenting mediator” means a person holding a current
practising certificate to conduct mediation within Bermuda issued by
the Co-Parenting Mediation Council.”.

Amends section 36B
The principal Act is amended in section 36B by—

in paragraph (b) by deleting “and” at the end thereof;

in paragraph (c) by deleting the period and substituting “; and”;

inserting after paragraph (c) the following new paragraph—

(a)

(b)
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to recognize the value of both parents of a child in the upbringing
of the child as the court determines its ruling to award a custody
or access order concerning the child.”.

“(d)

Amends section 36D
The principal Act is amended in section 36D by repealing subsection (1) and

substituting the following—

A parent of a child may apply to a court for—

an order with respect to custody of or access to the child;

a co-parenting order under section 36GE; or

an order determining any aspect of the incidents of custody of or
access to the child.”.

“(1)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Amends section 36F
The principal Act is amended in section 36F—

in subsection (1) by inserting after paragraph (a) the following new
paragraph—

may grant a co-parenting order under section 36GE to the parents
of a child for whom an application for custody or access has been
made;”;

“(aa)

in subsection (2) by repealing paragraph (b) and substituting the
following—

require the parents, with respect to the matters in dispute, to
submit to mediation under section 36GC;”.

“(b)

Inserts sections 36GA to 36GE
The principal Act is amended by inserting after section 36G the following new

sections—

“CO-PARENTING

Co-Parenting Mediation Council
There is established the Co-Parenting Mediation Council to provide

regulatory oversight for co-parenting mediation for the purpose of facilitating in
disputes over custody of or access to a child.

The Co-Parenting Mediation Council shall comprise five members
appointed by the Minister as follows—

36GA (1)

(2)
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two members who are public officers, one of whom shall be a
mediation coordinator with the Department of Child and Family
Services;

two members representing mediators in the private sector; and

one member representing the Bar Council.

The Minister shall—

appoint the Chairman of the Co-Parenting Mediation Council from
amongst the members appointed under subsection (2); and

appoint the Chairman and members of the Co-Parenting
Mediation Council for such period as the Minister may specify in
the instrument of appointment.

Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the functions of
the Co-Parenting Mediation Council are to—

develop and maintain common standards and regulations for co-
parenting mediation;

establish and maintain a Co-Parenting Mediation Code of Practice;

ensure mediators adhere to the Co-Parenting Mediation Code of
Practice;

receive and review applications by, and interview, mediators who
seek to become approved co-parenting mediators;

establish and maintain a register of approved co-parenting
mediators;

register approved co-parenting mediators and issue annual
practising certificates to approved co-parenting mediators;

provide guidance and direction to persons who wish to qualify as
co-parenting mediators;

arrange, with the consent of the parents undergoing mediation, for
a qualified mediator to observe the mediation sessions for quality
control purposes by means of video recording, observation areas
or other methods approved by the Council;

undertake reviews and client surveys of co-parenting mediation
practice in Bermuda;

establish and maintain a complaint procedure and disciplinary
procedure with respect to co-parenting mediators who are not in
compliance with the standards of the Co-Parenting Mediation
Council when offering mediation services;

(a)
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review comments and issues that arise on the practice of co-
parenting mediation presented by the mediation coordinator, and
decide on the required action;

prepare and present an annual report to the Minister on co-
parenting mediation in Bermuda.

The mediation coordinator shall, for the purposes of the Co-Parenting
Mediation Council, have the following responsibilities—

to provide information on co-parenting mediation and the
applicable process to parents who are considering the option to
mediate;

to keep statistics on how many parents select mediation as an
option when it is offered by the court, and the outcome of the
mediation sessions undertaken;

to keep statistics on how many parents apply for legal aid and the
outcome of such applications as well as that of the mediation
sessions undertaken;

to receive written complaints from parents against registered co-
parenting mediators and present them to the Council for review in
accordance with the disciplinary procedure set in the Regulations
made under section 36GB(3); and

if requested by the Council, to monitor selected mediation sessions
to observe the conduct of the mediator for the purpose of
maintaining the quality and operational standards set by the
Council.

The provisions of the Fourth Schedule shall have effect with respect to
the Council.

Registration of co-parenting mediators
A person shall not practise or carry on business under any name, style

or title containing the words "co-parenting mediator" or "registered co-parenting
mediator" unless he is registered by the Co-Parenting Mediation Council and holds
a current practising certificate as may be prescribed by the Minister in the
Regulations.

An application for registration as a registered co-parenting mediator
shall be accompanied by a fee, set out in the Government Fees Regulations 1976,
and such other information or documents as may be prescribed in the Regulations.

Regulations shall provide for all other matters pertaining to the
qualifications, registration and discipline of co-parenting mediators.

Regulations made by the Minister under this section shall be subject
to the negative resolution procedure.

(k)

(l)

(5)
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Mediation for parents
The court shall, in considering an application under section 36D, offer

to both the parents of the child whose custody or access is to be determined by the
court the opportunity to undergo mediation as facilitated by the mediation
coordinator—

at the commencement of the proceedings; and

at any point during the proceedings, as the court deems it
appropriate, in a case where—

the initial offer of mediation made under paragraph (a) was not
accepted; or

the mediation initially conducted did not provide the assistance
necessary to enable the parents to resolve differences in
relation to the custody of or access to the child.

Where the parents, or either of them, decline the offer to undergo
mediation as provided under subsection (1), the court shall make a determination
under section 36F that is appropriate to the circumstances of the case.

The court shall, where the parents agree to undergo mediation, order
an initial mediation assessment of the parents by a registered co-parenting
mediator.

The initial mediation assessment of the parents referred to in
subsection (3) shall be to determine and report to the court on the existence of any
of the following—

evidence of child abuse;

evidence of domestic violence;

evidence of any of the parties having suffered physical abuse;

evidence of any of the parties having suffered mental abuse;

evidence of any of the parties abusing or having abused drugs; and

any other matter deemed by the registered co-parenting mediator
to have relevance to the mediation process.

The court shall issue an order for the parents to undergo mediation
where the court—

has made an offer to the parents under subsection (1) for them to
undergo mediation and the parents have accepted the offer and
have submitted to an initial mediation assessment; and

receives an initial mediation assessment report from a registered
co-parenting mediator under subsection (3) in which a
determination is made upon completion of the initial mediation
assessment that the parents are deemed suitable for mediation.

36GC (1)
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Upon the parents completing the mediation session as recommended
by a registered co-parenting mediator, the registered co-parenting mediator shall
produce a mediation report setting out the outcome of the mediation and the
matters pertaining to custody of or access to the child or children of the family the
parents have agreed to.

Copies of the mediation report referred to in subsection (6) shall be
submitted to the court, the Director and the mediation coordinator.

Where the court receives an initial mediation assessment report from
a registered co-parenting mediator under subsection (4) in which a determination
is made upon completion of the initial mediation assessment that the parents are
deemed not to be suitable for mediation, the court shall issue an order in the best
interest of the child, which order shall take account of the matters referred to in
paragraphs (a) to (f) of subsection (4) that are relevant in the particular case.

Mediation for children
A child who is a subject of an application under section 36D may

undergo mediation if—

a registered co-parenting mediator, upon completing an initial
mediation assessment of the child, determines that on account of
the child’s age and mental maturity the child is suitable to undergo
mediation together with his parents at any point of the mediation
process of his parents as the registered co-parenting mediator
deems appropriate; and

the child and both of his parents consent to the child undergoing
mediation at that point with the parents.

The registered co-parenting mediator may, in addition to or instead of
the mediation referred to in subsection (1), have a session or sessions of mediation
alone with each child of the family with the consent, with respect to each session,
of the child concerned and both of the parents.

The mediation report produced by the registered co-parenting mediator
under section 36GC(6) shall include a separate part on the outcome of mediation
of each child of the family who has undergone a mediation session under this
section, and such parts shall be taken into account in the recommendations made
by the registered co-parenting mediator in the mediation report.

The mediation sessions conducted under subsection (2) shall be
conducted in confidence and the part of the mediation report concerning each child
shall be disclosed to the parents of the child only to the extent permitted by the
child.

The child or either of his parents may at any time decide that the child
should discontinue the mediation process and the registered co-parenting mediator
shall act in accordance with such decision.

(6)

(7)
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Procedure for issuing co-parenting order
An application to the court for a co-parenting order by the parents of

a child relating to the custody of or access to such child shall be in the prescribed
form and the application shall be considered by the court together with—

a mediation report from the registered co-parenting mediator who
prepared the report, where applicable; and

a report or reports of the Director, as the court may require under
subsection (2).

Where an application for a co-parenting order has been submitted
under subsection (1), the court may require the Director to prepare and submit to
the court for its consideration a report or reports on any aspect of the custody of
or access to the child to whom the application relates.

Where the court is satisfied under subsection (1) with the application
for a co-parenting order and with any report of the Director as the court may require
under subsection (2), the court may issue a co-parenting order.

A co-parenting order issued by the court under this section shall, in
providing for co-parenting by the parents, take into account—

any mediation report prepared under section 36GC(6) and
36GD(3); and

any other report the court may request from the Director.”.

36GE (1)

(a)

(b)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(a)

(b)

Inserts Fourth Schedule
The principal Act is amended by inserting after the Third Schedule the following

new Schedule—

“FOURTH SCHEDULE

(Section 36GA(6))

CO-PARENTING MEDIATION COUNCIL

A member of the Co-Parenting Mediation Council (the “Council”) may
resign his office at any time by notice in writing given to the Minister.

The Minister may declare the office of a member of the Council vacant if he
is satisfied that the member—

is unable through mental or physical incapacity or absence from
Bermuda to perform the functions of his office;

has failed, without adequate cause, to attend three successive
meetings of the Council; or
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has been sentenced to imprisonment for the commission of a
criminal offence.

A person who has held office as a member of the Council shall be eligible
for re-appointment.

The Council may act notwithstanding any vacancy in its membership, and
no act of the Council shall be deemed to be invalid only by reason of a defect in the
appointment of a member thereof.

The Council may determine its quorum and procedure.

The Council shall meet as often as may be necessary for it to dispatch its
business under this Act.

Where any matter is before the Council, a member of the Council may,
with the leave of the Chairman, withdraw on the ground that he is personally
acquainted with the facts of the case or for any other reason which the Chairman
deems sufficient, and the Chairman may himself withdraw on any such ground.

Where a member has so withdrawn, the Chairman may request the
Minister to appoint another person to be a member of the Council for the purpose
of those proceedings, and the Minister may, if he thinks fit, make such an
appointment, whereupon the person so appointed shall be deemed to be a member
of the Council for such purpose.

In any matter before the Council the Chairman or person acting as
Chairman shall have a deliberative as well as a casting vote.”.

(c)
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Commencement
The provisions of this Act shall come into operation on such date as the Minister

may appoint by notice published in the Gazette, and the Minister may appoint different days
for the coming into operation of different provisions.
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

This Bill amends the Children Act 1998 so as to provide for the recognition of the value
of both parents of a child in the upbringing of the child by the court during the process of
determining and awarding custody of or access to a child, and to require the courts to offer
the parents the opportunity to undergo mediation so as to facilitate an amicable agreement
between the parents concerning the child. The Bill also establishes the Co-Parenting
Mediation Council.

Clause 1 provides for the citation of the Bill.

Clause 2 amends the principal Act in section 2 by repealing and replacing the definition
of “parent” to so as to provide that “parent” means a mother or father of a child, whether or
not they are or have been married and includes a step-parent and guardian.

Clause 3 amends the principal Act in section 36A by deleting the definition of “parent”
and inserting new definitions relating to co-parenting.

Clause 4 amends the principal Act in section 36B to insert a new purpose under Part
IVA of the Act relating to co-parenting.

Clause 5 amends the principal Act in section 36D to include among the orders that may
be applied for to the court a co-parenting order under section 36GE.

Clause 6 amends the principal Act in section 36F to include among the orders that the
court may grant a co-parenting order under section 36GE.

Clause 7 amends the principal Act to insert under the new heading “Co-Parenting” five
new sections. The new section 36GA provides for the establishment of the Co-Parenting
Mediation Council. The new section 36GB provides for the registration of co-parenting
mediators. The new section 36GC places a requirement on the court, at the commencement
of the proceedings and where the court deems it appropriate during proceedings, to offer
parents the opportunity to undergo mediation. The new section 36GD provides for
mediation of the children of the family with the consent of each child and both the parents.
The new section 36GE provides for the procedure for the issuing of co-parenting orders.

Clause 8 amends the principal Act to insert a new Fourth Schedule to provide for the
administrative and procedural requirements for the Co-Parenting Mediation Council.

Clause 9 provides for the commencement of the provisions of the Bill.
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